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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study the different kinds of compactness notions that have 
been introduced up to this time. We restrict ourselves to fuzzy topological 
spaces as defined in [4]. In Section 1 we give some alternative characterizations. 
For a good definition of fuzzy compactness we will demand that in the special 
case of topological spaces it coincides with the usual notion of compactness. 
In Section 2 we show which compactness notions are good extensions and 
which are not. Moreover, we want the fundamental property of compactness 
in topological spaces, namely, the Tychonoff theorem on products, to be fulfilled 
in the more general setting of fuzzy topological spaces. 
In Section 3 we see for which notions there is a .product theorem. 
In Section 4 we study the implications that exist between the different notions, 
and in Section 5 we give some concluding remarks. 
1. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Several notions in the following enumeration have been defined in previous 
papers. To those we add the notions (IV) and (V). 
- (X, 6) is a fuzzy topological space [4]. 
- A family of fuzzy subsets /3 C P is called a- (resp. a*-)shading if f  for 
all x E X there exists a p E /3 such that p(x) > a: (resp. p(x) 3 a) [2]. 
- I f  A is any set then 2(A) is the family of finite subsets of A. 
- I denotes the unit interval and I, is 1 equipped with the topology 
9J = {]a, 11: a El} u (I} [4]. 
- I f  6 is a fuzzy topology on X then L(S) is the initial topology on X for the 
family of functions S and the topological space 1, [4]. 
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DEFINITION I [l]. (X, 6) is quasi-fuzzy compact iff for all families ,!? C 6. 
such that SUP,,,~ I-L = 1 there exists j?,, E 2t6) such that sup,,a p = 1. 
DEFINITION II [2]. Let 0 < OL < 1. (X, S) is ol-compact iff each a-shading 
family in 6 has a finite a-shading subfamily. 
DEFINITION III [2]. Let 0 < OL < 1. (X, 6). is a*-compact iff each ol*-shading 
family in 6 has a finite a*-shading subfamily. 
DEFINCTION IV. (X, S) is strong fuzzy compact iff it is or-compact for each 
a E I\(l). 
DEFINITION V. (X, S) is ultra-fuzzy compact iff (X, l(S)) is compact. 
DEFINITION VI [4]. (X, 6) is weakly fuzzy compact iff for each family 
/3 C 6 such that supUEB p = 1 and for each E > 0 there exists /I0 E 2(E) such that 
SUP,,B, p 2 1 - l - 
DEFINITION VII [4]. (X, S) f y is uzz compact iff for each family ,8 C S and 
for each (Y E I such that sup UcB p > 01 and for each E E IO, a] there exists /3,, E 2(a) 
such that supUGBO p > 01- E. 
The family {b-l 101, 11: v E 6, 01~1) is a subbase for c(S) and if, for all 01~1\{1}, 
we put 
L.(S) = (u-1 ]a, l] : v E S} 
then L,(S) is a topology on X and obviously 
In a similar way for all 01 E I\(O) we can introduce the set 
Ym = {u-l[a, 11: u E S}. 
Then Ye is not a topology on X but it is a base for a topology which we shall 
denote Lag. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. (X, 6) is wcompact (resp. cd*-compact) ifl (X, b,(S)) (Ye@. 
(X, t*,JS)) is compact. 
Proof: This follows at once from the observation that a family of fuzzy sets ,!I 
is or-shading (resp. ol*-shading) iff 
(J p-l]a, l] = x 
( 
resp. u P-~[cL, 11 = X . 
rra u&B ) 
Analogously to Theorem 1.5 in [5] we can show the nest result, where 
supjEJfil(Gj) is the initial fuzzy topology as defined in [-‘I. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let X be a set and (~; , fi,)jEl a fawil>~ of fuzzy topological 
spaces, and for all j E J let f ,  be a functionfrom X to I-, then 
Proof. From the fact that for any i E J and any v  E 6,; (f,~‘(r~))-’ Iti, l] = 
f;l(v-l]a, I]) . f  11 it o ows that L,(f;1(8j)) ==fj:1(LU(6j)). Now put y, = fi’(sj) for 
all j E J, Then we must still show that supltJ ~~(7~) == r,(supjsJ yj). Let (1 be a 
set and for all h E /l let Ja E 2cJ) and for each j,, E I,, let vj,, E yj,+ . Then 
u fi vyt]a, l] = (sup inf vjA)-l]n, 11. 
AEA j,+IA AeA jpJ,i 
This shows that each set in supjsJ u yj ’ L ( ) IS in r,(supjGJ yj) and vice versa. 
2. GOOD EXTENSIONS 
Let Top denote the category of topological spaces and Fuz the category of 
fuzzy topological spaces. Then in [4] we defined the functor 
&:Top-Fuz 
which to each object (X, Y) associates (X, w(r)) where w(Y) is the fuzzy 
topology consisting of all continuous functions from (X, Y) to 1, . A fuzzy 
topological space (X, w(Y)) is calIed topologically generated. 
It was shown that ~(Top) is a full subcategory of Fuz. Since ~(Top) is 
isomorphic with Top we may identify them and say that Top is a full sub- 
category of Fuz. Now when introducing a generalization, in Fuz, of a notion in 
Top it is natural to request of the generalization that when restricted to Top it 
should give the original notion. Such an extension will be called a good extention. 
This means that for a compactness definition in Fuz to be a good extension a 
topologically generated fuzzy topological space must be compact i f f  the under- 
lying topological space is compact. We now show which definitions are good 
extensions. 
THEOREM 2.1. Properties (II), (IV), (V), (VI), and (VII) are good extensions 
of compactness. 
Proof. That (II) is a good extension follows from the fact that if (X, Y) is a 
topological space and ac E 1\(l) then LJw(Y)) = Y. Indeed, we know that 
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L(w(~)) := F (see [4, Pr oposition 2.11) and since c(w(7)) = SUP,,~ I~(w(S)) we 
already have that L~(w(~)) C Y. Conversely let A E Y, then xA E w(Y) and 
thus B == xi*]a, l] E LJw(Y)). For (IV) this is an immediate consequence of the 
fact that (II) is a good extension. For (V) it follows at once from the fact that 
L(w(~)) := Y. And for (VI) and (VII) this was shown in [Ll], Theorem 4.1. 
Counterexamples 
That (I) is not a good extension was shown in [4]. More strikingly though we 
can remark that no fuzzy topological space (X, 6) can be quasi-fuzzy compact 
since it suffices to put p = (a: OL constant, Q: < 1) C 6. Then sup,,a p = 1 but 
no finite subfamily covers 1. That (III) is not a good extension follows from the 
following result. I f  X is injinite and F is the$nite complement topology on X then 
(X, w(Y)) is not or*-compact for any ol E I\(O). To show this we proceed as 
follows. Remark that v  E w(Y) i f f  for all 01 E I Y-‘[O, a] is either finite or equal 
to X. Now choose 01 E I\(O). Take a family (&: n E N} of subsets of X such that 
for each n E N, A, has a countable complement, and such that (/I,: IE E BJ} covers 
X but no finite subfamily does. For each 11 E l+J put 
and v,: X + I such that 
A,~ = {qn, x2n,...} 
v&c) = Iy for all x E A, , 
v&x,“) = c4 - % ) 
I 
j = 1, 2,.... 
Then clearly for all n E N we have that if a’ < OL there exists j,, E N such that if 
j >j, then a? - (a/j) > 0~’ > OL - (a/j,,) so that v;l[O, 01’1 = {ark,..., .yO> is finite, 
and if (Y’ > 01 then v;l[O, OL’] = X. Thus for all n E N Y, E w(Y). Next for all 
x E X there exists n E N such that x E A, and thus VJX) = a. This shows that 
{V n: IZ E tW) is an ol*-shading in w(Y). N ow for any finite subfamily {v~: k E K}, 
K E 2’“) take 3’ $ uBEK A, then for all k E K there exists jn: such that y  = xj”, and 
thus Q(Y) = 01 - (&.) < 01. This shows that no finite subfamily is an OL*- 
shading and consequently (X, w(Y)) is not ol*-compact. 
Moreover this example proves that ol*-compactness is far too strong a condi- 
tion. Indeed, it follows that no fuzzy topological space generated by a Tl- 
topology can be ol*-compact for any OL E I\(O). 
3. PRODUCT THEOREMS 
As a consequence of the results in Section 2 we shall from now on restrict our 
attention to the good extensions (II), (IV), (V), (VI), and (VII). 
First of all, using Propositions 1.1 and 1.2 we shall give an extremely simple 
proof of the product theorem for a-compact fuzzy topological spaces. 
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THEOREM 3.1 [2]. 1f (/I>, Sj)j,J is a fami[v of fuzzy topological spaces then 
(nie, Xj , HjeJ Sj) is wcompact z;fJfor all j E J (Xj , Sj) is oi-compact. 
Proof. From Proposition 1.1 it follows that njeJ Sj is a-compact i f f  
c,(njsJ Sj) is compact. Now it suffices to remark that from Proposition 1.2 we 
have t,(njEJ Sj) = lJjeJ ~~(8~) and that JJsJ L,~(S~) is compact i f f  for all j E J 
l,(Sj) is compact, which again means that for all j E J Sj is a-compact. 
It follows at once from the previous theorem and from the definition of 
strong fuzzy compactness that we also have a product theorem for strong fuzzy 
compactness. 
THEOREM 3.2. If  (X-, , Sj)jEJ is a family of fkzxy topological spaces then 
(J&J Xj , nje~ Sj) is strong fuZ.Zy compact i#for all j E J (Xj , Sj) is strong fuZZy 
compact. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 3.1 for each level 01. 
For ultra-fuzzy compactness too we have the next result. 
THEOREM 3.3. If  (LUj, Sj)j,z is a family of fuzzy topological spaces then 
(IljeJ Xj , n., Sj) is dtra-fuzzy compact i# for all j E J (Xi , ST) is ultra-fuzzy 
compact. 
Proof. Analogous to that of Theorem 3.1 using L instead of I, and Theorem 
1.5 [5] instead of Proposition 1.2. 
For fuzzy compactness it was shown in [5] that there is a product theorem. 
THEOREM 3.4 [5]. I f  (Xj, Sj)jEJ is a family of fuzzy topological spaces then 
(njEJ Xj , njcJ Sj) is fuzzy compact a# for all j E J (Xi , Sj) is fuzzy compact. 
Proof. See Theorem 1.6 in [5]. 
It was also shown in [5] that weak fuzzy compactness is preserved when taking 
finite products [5, Theorem 1.71) and a counterexample was given in the general 
case. 
4. IMPLIC.~TIONS 
We shall now restrict our attention to those good extensions which have the 
Tychonoff product property, i.e., (II), (IV), (V), and (VII), and see which 
implications do and which do not exist between them. 
If (X, 6) is ultra-fuzzy compact then obviously it follows from Proposition 1.1 
that it is strong fuzzy compact since for all 01 E 1\(l) L(S) 1 cJS). 
If  (X, S) is strong fuzzy compact then by definition it is or-compact for an! 
a El\(l). 
Strong fuzzy compactness implies fuzzy compactness and we can even prove 
the following more general result. 
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PROPOSITION 4.1. If D is a dense subset of I for the usual topology and for all 
ol E D (X, 6) is or-compact then (X, S) is fuzzy compact. 
Proof. Let OL,, > 0 and let /3 C 6 such that supUES p > olo and take 01s > E > 0. 
Choose o( E D such that olo > 01 > cxs - E. Then for all x E X we have that 
sup,,s p(x) > 0~~ > 01, so that /3 is an or-shading. Consequently there exists a 
finite a-subshading &, and then supUEs, p > OL >, 0~0 - E, which proves that 
(X, 6) is fuzzy compact. 
Putting together the foregoing arguments this shows that we have the following 
implications: 
(V) 2 (IV) =P (II) 
u 
(VII). 
We shall now prove that none of the arrows is reversible. 
Counterexamples 
Let X = 1. For all x E X let xa: denote the characteristic function of {x}. For 
all m E X r\ Q let x = p/q in smallest terms and then put 
vx8 = $ + $ xz forallsEN, O<s<q- 1. 
Let u1 = {x2: x E X, x irrational) and let 
us = 
! 
v,? xEXnQ,x=$,sEN,O~s~q-l . 
I 
Let 6 be the fuzzy topology on X generated by 
(5 = (ar: 01 constant} U a, U u2 . 
Then we can show the next result: 
(X, 6) is fuzzy compact and for each 01 E I\{ l} ~$3) is the discrete 
topology on x. 
To prove this take 01,, E I\(O) and /3 C o1 U u2 such that sup,,s TV >, LY,, . Now 
for each p E /3 n U, there is s, = p,/q, and s,, E FY such that 0 < s,, < qu - 1 
and such that 
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Suppose that there exists E > 0 such that for all ,’ ~/3 n o2 ,LL :k ai0 - t.Then 
this implies that for all p ;,8 n (T, sJqU < a0 - E. Now choose x E S n Q such 
that .T = p/q with q >% l/c. Then for all /I E /3 n sI p(s) = 0 and for all p E /3 n o3 
There are only a finite number of p’s for which q,, = q, so that we have 
sup&3 44 < 010 3 which is a contradiction. Thus for all E > 0 there is p E /3 
such that p 2 tie - E which proves that (X, 6) is fuzzy compact. 
Now for all 01 ~l\{l} we have that 
l,(S) = ‘(p-1 ]a, 11: /L E U1 u UP)>. 
If  zc E X is irrational then {.Y} = x;‘]c~, l] E &3). And if x E X n Q then N =I p/q 
and since OL < 1 we can choose s such that (s - 1)/q < 01 < s/q. Then of’ E (J;, 
and we have 
Thus (vi-‘)-’ 101, I] = {x} E L,(S). 
This shows that L,(S) is discrete for all a E 1\{ 11. Consequently for no 01 E 1\(l) 
(X, S) is m-compact. This shows at the same time that fuzzy compactness does not 
imply strong fuzzy compactness or a-compactness for some a EI\{l}. 
Since L(S) = sup uEI L,(S) this example also shows that fuzzy compactness 
does not imply ultra-fuzzy compactness. 
It remains to be shown that strong fuzzy compactness does not imply ultra- 
fuzzy compactness. To see this take again X = I and let 6 be generated by 
{x0} U (01: 01 constant} u {V E Ix: V(X) < x for all 3c E X}. Then we have the 
following result, 
(X, 6) is strong fuzzy compact but not ultra-fuzzy compact. 
Indeed for all 01~1\{1} we have that 
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so that any cover of X in L,(S) must contain X. Thus for all 01~1\{1} (X, L,(S)) is 
compact which means that (X, S) is strong fuzzy compact. Yet as is easily seen 
l(S) = sup,,, L,(S) is discrete, so that (X, S) is not ultra-fuzzy compact. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Although definitions (II), (IV), (Y), and (VII) are good extensions and they all 
have the Tychonoff product property we can remark that the notions (II), (IV), 
and (V) are topological in the sense that the compactness of an object in Fuz is 
equivalent to the compactness of an associated object in Top. Indeed (X, 6) is 
a-compact i f f  (X, ~~(8)) is compact (Proposition 1.1). For strong fuzzy compact- 
ness notice the following. For all a < 1 let X& = X. Then from the Tychonoff 
theorem for topological spaces it follows that (X, 6) is strong fuzzy compact i f f  
(Ll X, , IL1 Q)) is compact. For ultra-fuzzy compactness the definition 
itself states that (X, 6) is ultra-fuzzy compact i f f  (X, L(S)) is compact. For the 
notions (I) and (III) too there is an easy topological characterization. For (III) 
this is Proposition 1.1 which says that (X, 6) is ol*-compact i f f  (X, c*,(S)) is 
compact. For (I) we reason as follows. Let I1 = 1\(l). Then for all p E 6 put 
G, = {(a-, t) E X x II: 0 < t < &)}. Th en it is easily verified that Y8 = 
(G,: p E S> is a topology on X :< I1 and that (X, S) is quasi-fuzzy compact i f f  
(X x I1 , &) is compact. Moreover in each case the relation between the fuzzy 
topological space and the associated topological space is functorial. We leave 
it to the interested reader to show that Tl - T5 are indeed functors from Fuz 
to Top. Let (X, 6) and (I: r) be fuzzy topological spaces and let f :  (X, 6) + 
(I’, y) be fuzzy continuous. 
Then for quasi-fuzzy compactness we have 
and 
T,(f): T&K 6) - TdY, r>, 
(Xl 4 - (f(X), t). 
For cr-compactness (resp. ol*-compactness) we have 
T,: Fuz - Top, 
(X 6) - (X L(q) 
(resp. 
and 
T,: Fuz - Top 
(X, 6) - (X I*,) 
Tdf) = T;(f) ==.f, 
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For strong fuzzy compactness we have 
T,: Fuz MT Top, 
(where for all a < 1 -U, = -Y) and Td(f) = naClja (where for all (Y < 1 fE = f). 
For ultra-fuzzy compactness finally we have Ts = I(see [4]), i.e., 
and 
T5: Fuz ,.-+ Top, 
(X 6) + (X9 @)) 
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